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                            Abstract
      l]he pseuclo-photographic effect of coal svas studied from the phenomena at the

  side of the plate. By using the I<I-starch paper and the photograp)ic plates, some
  properties of latent images induced by coal were observed. The pseudo-photographic
  sei]sitivity of photographic plates was also examined. It was found that the pseudo-

  phetographic sensitivity seemed to be increased by the fog, and the photo.crrapliic
  plates svere sensitized by heating and :ight-exposure, [lrhe action of coal on the sen-

  sitized plates was analo.crous to that of I+I20e. It may, therefore, be consiclered that

  the direct active a.rren# in the coat is I{202.

    Coal has ability to affect a photographic plate in tlie darl<. When
the photographic plate is developed in the tisual maltner, a " contact
photograph " is obtained which varies in char.acter with the structure

of the stzrface of the coal which is laid in contact with it. Such pseudo-

photographic effect of coal has been studied by Haisam and NVheeleri
and Ito.2

    Recently, the writer has aiso been concernecl in the sti}dy of this
e'fliect of coa[t in cooperation wlth I-I. Sawada and I<L. Morikawa.3

There we studiecl the mechanism of this effect from the side of
the coal and proposed the view that the peroxide (either H202 or 03)
which is formed during the oxidation of coal is the agent that affects
the photographic plate.
    In the present paper the author studies this effect from the side
of the plate and compares the e'fiiect of coal with that of I/I202.

               P•rcParatz'on of Co7ztact PliotograPlis

    To prepare contact photo.crraphs, the surface of a lump of coal is

  i. G. S. Ha}sam and Il.. V, Wheeler: Fuei, 1, 43, (ig22). CJ. S. Kalsam: Fue}, 7,
2S3, <ig28).

  2. I<. Ito: Bull. Inst. sct. Res. Manchul{uo, 3, s62, (rg39>,
  3. H• Sawada, K. Iivlorikawa and '5i'. Yamamoto: 1"hiswillbepublisliedin J. Fuel Soc,
(Japan).
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polished by sand paper 'No. O; this sutface is laid upon the film of
a plate and heated during exposure at 3oOC in a light-tight box in which

humidity' ls 1<ept at 7g.s9/o by means oÅí a saturated N•Iml`CIu solutioR

to accelerate the action of coal.

    In the case of I-I202, a solution containing one part of commercial
oxydo! inioo parts of water is used. 4oc.c. of this solution is mea-
silred into a glass crucible, and a plate is laid film-side dowi? on the

edge oÅí the crucible, the film being iernm. apart from the liquid sur-

face, and left in the darl< at room temperature during 24 hours; then
ie is clevelopecl in the usual manner.

               -27nwestilgati'on zevzth .Z<r ZZr-Starcli PaPer

    In the previous investigation, when KI-starch paper was used
instead of a photographic plate, a brown-violet iodine-starch figure
was obtained on the paper which was identical with the normal contact
photograph. NVhen I<I-starch paper was laid between the coacl and
tlie. plate, the imag"e oii the plate was much weal<ened. From these
facts, we proposed tl}e view that the fogging agent in coal is absorbecl

by the I<I-starch paper, that coal does not affect the phcte directly,
that the active agent is a peroxide (either ]FI202 or 03).which affects

the I<I-starch paper, and that I-I202 is more likely to be it than 03•

    The writer has now repeated thls investigation. I<I[-starch paper
wcks 1aid between coal and Ilford Process plate, and after a long ex-
posure of 4o laours, the plate was carefully developed ; in the region
of the plate where the KI-starch picper was in contact with it, the
iniage was not developecl at the surface layer of the fi!m, while at

the cleeper layer the image was clearly developed. Hence, by brief
!ight exposure from the glass side of the plate, the image at the deeper
layer is reprintecl on the surface layer emulsion. Plate I, Fig. i (a)

shows the contact photo.crraph thus obtained, and Fig. i (b) in the
same plate shows the iodipe-starch figure on the KI-starch paper. This
indlcates that coal affects the I<I-starch paper and the plate simulta-
neously, while the excess of iodine which is librated in the paper by
coal diffuses into the film of the plate and diminishes the latent images

at the surface layer. To confirm thls diffuslon of iodine, a plate ex-

posed for a long time to coal through Iq-starch paper is dipped in
a 3e/o starch solution before development and after suMcient adsorption

of the solution it is dried in the dark room. •
              '
    XVhen lt ls tal<en out of the dark, no change is at first cletectable
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on the film, but gradually a violet figure proper to the iodinb-starch

reactlon begins to appear and this figure is observed to be also identical
to the normal contact photograph as shown in Plate I, Fig. 2; (a) show-

ing the iodine-st.arch figure produced on the plate, (b) the normal

contact photograph of the same sarnple. This shows first, that the
excessive iodine which diffuses into the plate from the paper produces

Agl by combination with silver that is liberated as latent image and
            idiminishes the lateltt image at the surf.rvce layer of the film of the plate;

second, tkat when the plate is tal<en out to light, the photo-decoma-
position of Agl begins to take place, ancl iocllne ls again liberated and
this time it reacts with the starch previously adsorbecl in the film and
shows the vioiet fi.crure, as shown in Plate I, [Fig. 2 (a).

    Zinc also shows a very strong pseudo-photographic effect, but it
cloes not affect KI-starch paper. The cause of the effect of zinc thus
seems to be essentially different Åírom that oÅí coal. In the cEse of zinc,

besides Russell's hydrogen peroxicle theory,t it may be consiclered that

atomic particles which are activatecl at the fresh metal surface affect
a plate as proposed by S. Aoyama, T. I?ul<uroi and others.2

             D2ffeTenl lfr'nds of .Plioto.crraPhe'c JPIales

    The pseudo-photographic sensitlvity for coal and Irl202 of the photo-

graphic plates' and films used in this investig'ation is roughly shown

in Table i. The Fuji Al, Panchromatic and Process plate$ were new-

            Table i. ?seudo-plaotographic sensitivity of pl.ates and

                   films for coal and I-I202

Ilford Process plate

11ford Special Rapid plate

Apem Noskrene
IKIodak X-Ray film

Fuji X-Ray fiIm

Fuji Al plate

Fuji ?anchromatic plate

Fuji Process plate

Coal

very strong

  strong

  strong
  Stl"ellg.

  faillt ,
  faint

 very faint

non-sensltive

ll202

very strong

  stronsa

  strollg

  strong
  faillt

  faint

 very faint

non-sensitive

  i. XV. J. Russeli: Proc. Roy. Soc. I.ondon (A), 61, 424, (I8g7); 63, ie2, (r8g8)•
  2. S. Aoyama, T. Fukuroi and I. Takahashi: Bull. X. ?. C. R. (Tokyo), 12, 493, (i933);
14, 48r, <ig3s). S. Aoyama, T. Fukuroi and N. Susukl: Bull. I. P. C. R, <Tokyo), 15, g23,
{rg36>•
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ly purchased while the others have been stocl<ed so long that they
had sustained a natural ageing fog. The pseudo-photographic sensitivity
in the case of coal and I-I202 seems to inct"ease as the natural fog
increases ; namely, the primary silver which has been liberatecl as the
natural fog in or very close to the so-called sensitivity specks of AgBr

grains seems to operate as a necessary fcxctor in the process of the
action of coal and }il202. If so, the reinoval of the primary silver will

decrease the pseudo-photog'raphic sensitivity of the plates. In order
to remove the primary silver, a solutlon containin.cr

           s9!o l<2Cr207 solt}tion ipart
           io-fold clilution of conc. I'ICI. 2 pckrts

          I-I20 is parts
was used.
    Ilford Pz'ocess plates, which are niost strongly fogged, are dipped

in this solution for is sec. ancl washecl with running water for one,
hour. Then their pseudo-photographic sensitivity for coal icnd I-I202 is

found to have clearly Ciecreased. As shown in IFigs. 3 ancl 4 in iPlate
I, yhe ckctioR on the treatecl (right half) plates is weal<er tkan on the

untreated (left half) plates, because the primary silver has been trans-

formed into AgCl by the reaction,
    2Ag+K2Cr207+2I-ICI. >2AgCl+]PNecluctioii IProducts
                                                  oÅí K2Cr207,
and thereafter can not opeTate cas the sensitizing factor.

    S!nce the natural fog is stronger in the ed.cre of the plate than
in the central part, a certaiR amouRt of unchanged prii:nayy silver will

remain, even after the treatment, ln the edge in an amoirnt proportional
to the original fog. I-Ience, the desensieization effect of the solution

must be weaker in the edge than in the centra! part. This teltdency
is apparent in Plata I, Fi.cr. 3, in that the edge is used for treatment;
on the treated plate from right (the central part of 'the original plate)

to left (#he edge part) the de$ensitization effect gradually clecreases.

Thus the• primary silver'in the fog acts as the necessary factor in the

pseudo-photographic e'ffect of coal and H202 and it thus sensitizes the
plates.

                                           '
                     .S'enszZzL"atz'on of Plates

    Coal and I-I202 do not afl7ect Fuji Process plates. If, however,
plates are pseudo-photo.crraphic-sensitized by their natura1 fog as meii-

tioned above, the artificial fog also should sensitize thepi. In ordcr
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to sensitize them, i. e., to .crive them the artificial fog, the writer has

adopÅíed the following methods which are often used in the usual
sensitization of plates.

    (a) By Heating
    When a Fuji Process plate is hedted at 4oOC for two weeks, 8
hours a day, it is stili not fogged, ancl so it is not sensitized for coal

and }I202. When it is heated at ssOC for 4-6 days, 8 hours a day,
it is strongly fogged and becomes very pseudo-phoÅíographic-sensitive
for coal and H202, as shown in Plate I, Fig. s. In Fig. s the tlme
of exposure is 2g hours, and the contact photograph was cteveloped
before the undesirable temperature fog appeared. The action on the
plates heated for 6 days (left half) was stronge-r than that on those
heated for 4 days (right haif).

    In the case of H202, it becomes so sensltive that tlae temperature
fog is solarized. In this heating method, not only the silver liberated
during the heating sensitizes the plate, but the relaxatlon of the gelatin

film also allows a rapid penetration of the active agent in the coal
through it.

    (b) By Liglat-[Exposure ,
    When Fuji Process plate is light-exposed by a brown lamp (for
the sensitive paper, iooV-ioW) at a distance of ss cm. for s-io sec.,
it also becomes pseudo--photo.qi'aphic-sensitive ,as shown in Plate I, Fig.

6, where the leÅít half is exposed for io sec. and the right haif for
s• sec. In this case, the sensitization effect is not so strong as in the

case of heatlng.

    According to Wightman and 9uirk,i I-I202 intensifies the latent
images before development, and the undevelopable latent images in
the unintensified state are brought into the developable state owing
to the reduction effect of H202; and AgBr grains with liberated primary
silver in oy very close to Åíheir sensitivity specks are very easily sub-
ject to 'the reduction effect of H202, because the reduction of the AgBr

grains proceeds more easily from these silver-specks than from other
  .pomts.
    In the case of coal, the analogous intensification effect is detec-

table. The plate having the latent fo.cr is pseudo-photographic-sensitive
for coaljust as mentioAed above. In thls ccrtse coal acts lil<e I-I202 cis

the intensifier of the latent fog.

  i. E. P, Wightman and R. F. 9uirk : J. Fvank. Iiist., 203, 26!, (rg27) ; 2e4, 73i, (ig27>•
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    The plates, which are more or less developable owing to the
natural oe ar' tificial Åíog, are also more pseudo-potographic-sensitive for

coal. Therefore, the action of coal may be thought of as a kind of
the intensification of the latent images, and I{202 which is produced
durln' g the oxidaeion of coal seems to act as the int'ensifier. If 03 is
present, it will forin I-I202 by combination 'with IJ20 before acting on

a plate, for tl e actipn of coal is accelerated by humidky and tempera-
ture as naentioned in the previous investigation.i

    Consequently, the mechanism of the pseudo-photographic effect
of coal at the plate slde is the reduction of AgBr gra!ns due to III[202

wh'ich is the active agent in coal, and the reduction of AgBr grains by
coal tal<es place easily when they. are more or less developable due
to certain factors.

    In conclusion the wrtter wishes to express his sincere thanks to
Professor U. YoshiCla and Professor M. Miyat.a for their kindness and

interest tal<en in this worl<. I+Iis laecarty thanl<s are due to General

Superintendent Dr. M. Sato, Mr. G. Ol<uno, Dr. I<. Moril<awa and ]N([r.

H. Sawada for their kind qncourcagement throughout this worl<.
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